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SUMMARY 

The study of impact structures - imprints of the shock processes on the Earth's lithosphere from large 
cosmic bodies - is an important part of geology and planetary science. One of the ways to identify them 
is an analysis of potential geophysical fields - anomalous magnetic and gravitational, in which the 
features of their structure can reveal themselves. Modern detailed digital global databases of anomalous 
fields and relief, available online, provide new opportunities for searching and analyzing the structure 
of impacts. We examined how the 20 largest impact structures, listed in the Earth Impact Database, are 
revealed in global databases of the magnetic (WDMAM2.0 and EMAG2_v3) and gravitational 
(WGM2012) fields and relief (SRMT_v4). Each structure is given a conditional score for each of the 
databases. 

It was concluded that even sufficiently large impact structures are reflected differently in gravitational, 
magnetic fields and modern relief. Not all, even large, impact structures can be detected in geophysical 
fields. Some are not visible at all. But for a number of objects, the quality of data may allow geophysical 
modeling of the deep structure using modern computer technologies. 
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Introduction 
 
The imprints of impact processes preserved up to the current moment in the earth's crust contain 
important information about the processes of impact metamorphism in rocks and, in general, about the 
geological past of the lithosphere. Therefore, it is important to identify new and study already known 
impact structures on Earth. This is an important part of planetary science. The Earth Impact Database 
(Earth…, 2020) currently contains 190 records of confirmed structures. Many other structures now have 
the status of unconfirmed but not refuted. The problem also lies in the fact that some geological 
structures in the form of a ring are exclusively of terrestrial origin. Earth remote sensing methods are 
now one of the promising methods for detecting new impact structures. Anomalous magnetic and 
gravitational fields and modern relief can reflect these structures. They can be detected by highly 
detailed satellite imagery. Of course, it is impossible to rely solely on geophysical criteria and form in 
modern relief. This cannot be the only method for identifying impact structures and irrefutable evidence 
of their cosmic origin. However, a focused study of modern databases of geophysical fields can lead to 
the search for new objects and direct further ground-based geological research. An interesting detailed 
study of the anomalous magnetic field of the impact structures was performed by (Isac et al., 2016) 
using the database WDMAM ver. 1. But the quality and spatial resolution of modern global geophysical 
databases is increasing every year. Therefore, the actual task is analyzing and comparing these sources 
with each other aiming to identify new geological structures of cosmic origin (Muravyev, 2019a). 
 
Initial data 
 
Attempts to create the World Digital Magnetic Anomaly Map (WDMAM, Dyment et al., 2020) began 
in 2003 by the International Association of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy and ended with the 
publication of the first version of this map. The second version of the WDMAM database has a spatial 
resolution of 0.05 degrees and a height of 5 km for terrain and sea level for marine model data (Lesur 
et al., 2016). There is an alternative version of the world map of magnetic anomalies, called EMAG2 
(Maus et al., 2009). The height of the 3rd version of this data set corresponds to 4 kilometers, and the 
resolution is 2 arc min (Meyer et al., 2017) 
 
As databases of the gravitational field, modern models existing in the form of a set of spherical 
harmonics can be considered. There are several such models: the first of them is EGM2008, then GECO 
and EIGEN-6C4 were created. All of them were obtained by harmonic analysis based on terrestrial and 
satellite gravimetric measurements. The model WGM2012 (Bonvalot et al., 2012) accepted by 
Commission for the Geological Map of the World as World Gravity Map. Our works (Muravyev and 
Hasanov, 2019, Muravyev, 2019b) aimed at a comparative analysis of these databases on the example 
of two territories in Russia showed, that the free-air anomalies for the EGM2008, GECO, EIGEN-6C4 
and WGM2012 models for the indicated territory are quite similar. Therefore, in this study, we use the 
WGM2012 model in Bouguer reduction. 
 
The Shuttle radar topographic mission (SRTM) project covering the area with latitude from -56° to 60° 
was used as relief data. We used version 4, created by CGIAR-CSI (SRTM ..., 2020). 
 
Results 
 
We selected the 20 largest confirmed impact structures (figure 1) according to the Earth impact 
database. The smallest structures included in the analysis have a diameter of 40 km. It is: Araguainha, 
Chesapeake Bay, Mjølnir, Puchezh-Katunki, Saint Martin, Woodleigh. This set includes both ground 
and underwater (Chicxulub, Mjølnir, Chesapeake Bay) structures. For territories including the vicinity 
of each object, we obtained relief maps from the SRTM database, anomalous magnetic fields from the 
WDMAM2.0 and EMAG2 version 3, and the gravitational fields from the WGM2012 data for two 
reductions - free air and Bouguer. The table in Figure 2 contains a comparative assessment (in 
conditional points) of the degree of manifestation of each structure in the databases (relief, anomalous 
magnetic and gravitational field). Green color and 5 points correspond to the highest degree of 
manifestation. 1 point - practically not detected in this field.  
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Figure 1 Location of the 20 largest impact structures in the world. 
 

N Name Diameter Location Relief Grav Magn 
1 Vredefort 160* South Africa 5 5 1 
2 Chicxulub 150* Yucatan, Mexico 0 4 2 
3 Sudbury 130* Ontario, Canada 0 1 2 
4 Popigai 90* Russia 5 5 5 
5 Acraman 90 South Australia 5 4 2 
6 Manicouagan 85* Quebec, Canada 5 4 3 
7 Morokweng 70 South Africa 1 4 2 
8 Kara 65 Russia 5 5 1 
9 Beaverhead 60 Montana, U.S.A. 1 1 1 
10 Tookoonooka 55 Queensland 1 1 1 
11 Charlevoix 54 Quebec, Canada 5 4 2 
12 Siljan 52 Sweden 2 2 1 
13 Kara-Kul 52 Tajikistan 4 3 2 
14 Montagnais 45 Nova Scotia, Canada 1 2 2 
15 Woodleigh 40 Western Australia 1 1 1 
16 Saint Martin 40 Manitoba, Canada 1 1 2 
17 Puchezh-Katunki 40* Russia 1 1 2 
18 Mjølnir 40 Norway 0 3 0 
19 Chesapeake Bay 40* Virginia, U.S.A. 1 3 2 
20 Araguainha 40 Brazil 2 2 2 

  Figure 2 The diameter of the largest impact structures and the assessment in terms of manifestation 
in geophysical fields and relief. 
 

Figure 3 Geophysical fields and topography of the two largest impact structures (250×200 km size). 
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Figure 4 Relief and anomalies of the gravitational and magnetic fields of 5 big impact structures. 
 

 
Figure 5 Geopotential fields and topography of Kara and Manicouagan structures (150 km square). 
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Geophysical fields for the two largest impact structures - Vredefort and Chicxulub (part of which is 
under water) are shown In Figure 3. Figure 4 contains similar data for several large impact structures 
(named on the left). In Figure 5, the anomaly fields and relief of the Kara and Manicouagan structures, 
the territories considered around them, are 150 km square. 
 
Five structures are quite clearly visible in the relief and geophysical fields: Vredefort, Popigai, 
Acraman, Manicouagan, Kara, Charlevoix.  Absolutely not manifest Beaverhead, Tookoonooka, 
Woodleigh. On average, visibility in a magnetic field is worse than in gravitational anomalies. In any 
case, the selected test data array is a good basis for further research. Perhaps the use of statistical 
methods will provide more information from the considered data grids. 
 
Conclusions 
 
Based on a study of the 20 largest impact structures, it was concluded that even sufficiently large impact 
structures are reflected differently in gravitational, magnetic fields and modern relief. Anomalies from 
some of these objects are weak and blurry, indistinguishable from anomalies of other features of the 
geological structure that formed in subsequent periods. An important fact was noticed that the forms of 
anomalies for some objects vary significantly for different databases, which can be explained by defects 
in the source data. However, it is obvious that global databases of anomalies of geophysical fields and 
relief, available online, can be a powerful tool for detecting new patterns of exposure. The use of modern 
computing resources and technologies can automate this process. In addition to global databases, it is 
advisable to analyze the primary data of local digital field databases for specific regions and countries. 
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